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Economic system called
"'irrational' by Galbraith
by Pat Kerrigan

essions and recessions should industrial area that are being

J o h n Keruneth Galbraith, not be unexpected.

noted economist, author, and
former United States Ambassador to India, described
t he American economic system as being "irratiOIIl'al" in a
speech at Halenbeck Tuesday
as part of the Lecture and
Concert series.
Galbraith, presently a professor of economics at Harvard University, said that "a
bluepr1rut of social reform is
~. comprehensible only if we
know how the economic system works."
Describing the development
of economic thought, Galbraith
listed the followiing criticisms
of capitalism prevalent in the
last century through World
War II :

Within the last 10 years,
these and many other criticisms are no longer applicable
Galbraith said. "Monopoly is
no longer a central criticism,
nor does capitalism exploit the
workers."
Galbraith said it is now the
"people who live outside of the

Capitalism Exploits 'the Con- · //'
sumer. Through monopolies, ,J'ffe'
the only men who benefitted f
. were those who exploited the ::
consumer in an effort to max•
imize his own profits.
Capitalism is Susceptible to
John K.
Depressions. A direct effect of
capitalism is an effort to
achieve profits. Beca.use this
rO Je Ct
does not always happen, ~epr•

p

Circulation
area open
T h e Circulation SectiO!n
(fourth floor ) of the new
Learning Resource Center will
be open for use at the regular
hours tomorrow. All service
areas in .the new building will
then be open and will maintain
their usual regular hours.
The classroom and laboratory complex has not yet been
completed and wi::1 remain
closed for the r emainder of the
quarter.

Steel exhibit
now in Headley
Sculptor Neil Cogbill will
have an exhibit of his recent
work with steel from now until
May 28 at St. Cloud State College. The show will be in the
second floor foyer of Headley
Hall.
Cogbill's sculpture is part
of numerous public collections
and galleries and he has exhibited in many competitive
shows.
His awards include the Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts
Award for Sculpture, the first
prize for sculpture at the 14th
Annual Exhibition 180 at Huntington, W. Va. , and the pur. chase prize at the 15th Annual
B a 11 State Sculpture and
Drawing Exhibition in Muncie,
Indiana.

.

exploited."
Since World War II, criticism of capitalism for its "ii11r
stability has also subsided."
Galbraith said that most economists now agree that "major
depressions are preventable."
Now that many of the classical criticisms of capitalism
have been discarded, others
have come up to take their
place. Galbraith said the system is "irrational in what it
produces."
The producing of many defensive weapons is at odds
with many other things such
as "urban services and hospitals which are in short supply." Many products of modern industry have no serious
function.
Environmental effects on the
air, countryside and the "tranquility_of life are becoming increasingly questionable," Galbraith said.

Galbraith

By Sue Heineke
Chronicle Editor

Twenty months of planning, meeting,
and rewriting have ended and the new
revised Rules and Regulations of the
Minnesota State College Board are prepared for final hearing on May 21, 1971.
At a student press conefrence Saturday in St. Cloud, David Sweet, vice chancellor for academic affairs and chairman
of the Rules and Regulations Steering
Committee stated that the new rules contain very "strong statements about student responsibilities and student rights."
Sweet continued to explain that the
new regulations were prepared by students, faculty, and administrators, and
_then proposed to a board. Many people
were involved in forming the new laws.
In a sepcial supplement to the Minnes?ta State College newspapers, the revised Rules and Regulations have been
printed in entirety. Students can obtain
copies of the regulations in the campus
buildings or at the Chronicle office in
Atwood 136.
Divided into three main documents governing rules, internal rules, operating policies - the SCB Rules and Regulations contain ten chapters dealing with
the college and the college community.
Among topics outlined by the rulings
are academic freedom, responsibilities
of the State College Board, student activities, college constitutions, terms of
appointment for college faculty, and student rights.
Under the new SCS regulations, each
state college will be required to draft
a new constitution which will provide cooperation among all college componentsstudents, faculty and administrators.

Chapter five of the new rules calls for
each college community to " establish a
system of governance appropriate to its
needs and situations."
The decision for an all-college senate
or separate senates will be left up to the
individual colleges.
* * * *
Students are given major responsibilities
through regulation 804, chapter 8, of the
new regulations. The chapter calls for
student participation in the "development
of college regulations relating to curriculum, the evaluation of instruction, admissions, academic standards, and graduation reqcirements. "
Students will also voice opinions regarding the development of parking and traffic regulations.
* * * *
Degree requirements may also be altered by individual colleges under the
new SCB Rules and Regulations.
Regulation number four of the Internal
Rules states that "A bachelor's degree
may be granted after the successful completion of a minimum of 180 quarter hours
or equivalent of credit. "
* * * *
Academic freedom for all individuals
of the college community are clearly outlined in chapter two of the new rules.
Ruling number 203 states that "a facul•
ty member shall have full freedom in the
classroom when discussing his subject."
The rule also permits students to freely
express his ideas.
The new Rules and Regulations have
been filtered throughout the college campuses in order to obtain reactions and
responses from all state colleges before
the final hearing on May 21. The meeting, open to the public, will be at 1 p.m.
on the third floor of the St. Paul Arts and
Science Center.

(con't on p. 11, col. 2)
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SCS becomes first to fly U.N. flag
by Pat Kerrigan

Monday, St. Cloud State
became the first college in
Minnesota to fly the United
Nations flag.
Except for a few, most students do not know the interesting story about the time
and effort, spent by maniy students, to finally get the flag
flying in front of Stewart Hall.
Project Phoenix (nicknamed
after the mythical Egyptian
bird that refused to die) was
born in Leland Hott's social
studies methods class spring
quarter, 1970. It began as an
exercise in letting students
"practice what methods teachers preach."
Hott said the wanted "to let
students discover how to get
unusual things done in a formal organizaiton."
One year has gone by, and
with the effort of four quarters
of different social studies students , Project Phoenix died
Monday - with its goal fully
achieved.

Amendment
vote Tuesday

The Student Senate would
like to amend the Senate Coostitutioo, dropping its affiliations with NSA (National Student Orga nization).
May 11, students can vote on
the amendment to exclude affiliation with NSA and all
parts of the Constitutioo referri:ng to it, as well as a,t11
He holds a B.A. degree from . amendment to extend the
Southern Illinois University deadline for Senate elections
and an M.F .A. in sculpture bey()Jild the last Friday in
from Ohio University.
April.

Last spring quarter, students
in Hott's class began to look
into the possibility of flying a
U. N. flag on campus.
Hott said that several memhers of his class went to the
local VFW and American Legion clubs and found out that
none of them oven owned a U.
N. flag and nobody knew
where to get one.
"Other students," Hott said,
" surveyed world history textbooks and found that not even
one had the Ul'liiited Nations
Charter. It's been 25 years
since the United States joined
the United Nations, and still

history books typically do not approval of the college admincontain the Charter.
istration, they felt it was poor
"After the students dis- - timing to raise the flag when
covered that none of them much of the country was discould draw a U. N. flag from turbed wi,th many of the activimemory, they decided to get ties of college students.
one raised on campus."
Fall quarter of this school
To obtain permission for year, Hott's social studies
raising the flag, the students class wanted to try again. Unexhausted all channels from fortunately, the borrowed U.N.
the janitor to President Wick. flag had to be returned to its
Hott said, "The adminis- original owner.
trators with whom they worked
were cautious _ but sympa- Mter thoroughly searching
thetic and finally very cooper- the country for a company
ative."
that made U. N. flags, the ...
Even though the class had a class located the sole manu- r
flag loaned to them, and the facturer .
Hott said, "I placed the order, but it was lost at St. Cloud
State and it laid in the receiving department for all of the
fall quarter and into the winiter
quarter. Only after considerable effort by Dr. Lease was
it finally located."
sic and organist at St. Marcus This spring, Carol Kint and
Church in . Clear Lake and will Louis Yannotti assumed the
sing with the college choir this responsibility of finalizing
Project Phoenix.
summer on its European tour.
Yanotti and Miss Kint went
Miss Virsen will sing a through the various channels
group of Italian songs by Pai- and finally presented the flag
siello, Caldara and Scarlatti. to President Wick, thereby
She is a soloist with the col- making it the property of St.
lege's Concert Choir and last Cloud State.
year participated. in the col- " The U. N. flag," Yannotti
lege's Honors Recital.
said, "is a symbol of peace,
Miss Rybak will open her · love, and brotherhood. It is in
portion of the program with a line with the prevailing mood
collection of French art songs. of those who are sensitive to
She also will perform Alec the human problems of toRowley's " A Cycle of Three day."
Mystical Songs."
Miss Kint said, "It is tragic
She is in the Concert Choir that 25 years after the U. S.
and has been active in opera joined the U. N., there has
workshop and a . pop group been so little evidence of inter- Monday, SCS became the
called The Sound 16. Miss Ry- est in the organization.
first campus to fly the U. N.
bak also has conducted the
"To me it symbolizes one flag.
Roger Schaffhausen photo
Glee Club at Mitchell Hall.
race - the human race "

students present
I

SO OS On

MOnday

Three St. Cloud State music
students will present solo performances in a vocal recital
Monday at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Linda Rybak, soprano from
New Brighton, Vicki Virsen,
contralto from Elk River , and
Floyd Doub, baritone from
Clear Lake, are featured. Accompanists are Mary Beth
Ross of St. Cloud and· Patricia
Strassburg of Elk River.
Doub will open the recital
with selections from Handel's
" The Messiah" and later in
the evening will sing several
Schubert songs and a group of
English songs.
Doub is a member of the
Concert Choir and has had
roles in two college opera productions. He is director of mu-
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Editorially . . .

·. Nice place
October 2, 1969 marked the groundbreaking for
_Centennial Hall, the new Learning Resources
Center of St. Cloud State.
Tomorrow, that center will open the last of its
service areas for SCS components. SCS's dream
for a multimedia structure has become a reality.
Besides hou~ing the traditional library, Centennial Hall encompasses audiovisual facilities and
can include future facilities for radio, television,
or curriculum.
Compliments must go to the planning committee
- Luther Brown, Marv Holmgren, Don Sikkink,
.George Erickson, Tony Schulzetenberg, Robert
Benson, Harold Opgrand, Al Lease, Eleanor
Campbell, and Howard Walton. Excellent planning was employed to construct a building with
.the future in mind.
Compliments must also be extended to all Learn.ing Resources staff and students who worked
into the wee hours of morning in order to close
library operations for the shortest amount of
time possible.
The move was accomplished at a very swift pace.
For that, the college community is grateful.
We ask faculty, student, and administrators' patience while internal operations of the Learning
Resources Center are organized.

Burden of proof rests
with student charged

Friday, May 7, 1971

Committee's proposals supported
To 'the Editc>r:
Although I cannot go al001g
with all the specifics of all the
proposals of the Ad Hoc Comm i t t e e on Environmental
Problems, surely Kenneth Acrea's petulant and incoherent
attack Ol!l the committee in the
Chronicle of May 4 is itself a
classic example of that most
dangerous kind of pollution of
all - namely verbal pollutiOlllt.
For example:
1. Regatrding
the
committee's noire-abatement proposals, Acrea remarks that
"apparenitly" (to Acrea, not to
the committee) the committee
considers that noise is merely
a problem of juggling schedules ( of garbage trucks, etc.) ;
what you don't hear doesn't
matter, thus the committee
sees no need to reduce noise
levels themselves.''
Acrea thereby indicates a total misunderstaindmg of the
nature of noise. "What you
don't hear doesn,'t matter" is
precisely the fact, and . the
committee's point.
Noise is not a gas, for example, which accumulates in
the atmosphere like an unseen
cloud, and then, in sufficiem
accumulation, may corrode or
suffocate.
Unheard noise is precisely
no noise. It is presoot or absent in proportioo to the number of eardrums it strikes, not
in proportion to the number of
noisy trucks which produce it.

And, since noiseless trucks
must await noiseless engines,
these wonderous machines are
far off in the future. In the
meantime, the committee's
suggestion makes a great deal
of sense, and Acrea's criticism
is total nonsense.
2. The committee's suggestion that on-campus automobile traffic be reduced through
the use of large, off-campus
parking lots and shuttle buses
also drew Acrea's fire.
. Such a system "does not reduce the use of internal combusion en,gines on a commuter
campus; it merely re-arranges
the traffic patterns and in fact
adds buses, which are notorious for their fumes," he
writes.
·
Here the problem lies with
Mr. Acrea's arithmetic, the es~
sential point being that one
cannot drive his personal automobile aind ride in a bus simultaneously. Nor can 20 or 30
or 40 individuals accomplish
this same acrobatic feat, depending on the capacity of the
shuttle-bus.
The committee's proposal
would indeed "add buses," but
simultaneously it would subtract a much larger number of
private automobiles in any
given time-period, with a net
reductio:n in, air-pollutants.
3. Acrea's reasonill1lg
is
tr.oroughly scrambled when he
argues that "the simple reduction of electricity used for air-

cooditioninig... does not attack tellectual process."
the problem at its real source, For one thing, it is ini effect
that is, the policies of the pro- a "public opinion survey" by
which we elect our public offiducers of electricity."
The "real source" of ·the pol- cials, at all levels. And Acrea ·
icies of "the producers of elec- will discover, if he reads at all...,
tricity" is the people who de- outside his field, that nations ··
mand that the producers pro- which choose their public offiduce more electricity so that cials by other methods have
they can run their air-condi- pollutions problems at least as
tioners - in Stewart Hall or serious as are our own.
He is totally unfamiliar with
elsewhere.
.
The power compames are a the committee's persormel, obpopular demon amd a coru- jectives, and plains if he imagvenient scapegoat. ~?t if the ines that the committtee is
consumers of electricity would concerned only with "superlimit th~ir demands, the power ficial recommendations a n d
C;OII!-Pam~ would ~ forced to cosmetic solutions offered as
limit then- productioo corre- serious proposals for environmental improvement."
spondingly.
4. It is a "fallacious con- The committee's initial recept," Acrea says, that re- port was admittedly somewhat
quired courses in envirornnen- thin, and some of their recom- ~
tal problems would help solve mendations were perhaps not ~
well-chosen,.
our erwironmerutal problems.
Of course it is. But that was But the point is that it was,
not the committee's point - at least, a starting point, and
that such courses, properly de- that the committee members
s i g n e d md taught, would may be expeced to go on make students more aware of progressively more realisticalenvironmental problems, and ly and more productively would motivate some of them, from there.
at least, to work toward the With Acrea's help, perhaps
solutions of our environmental one may hope, not with more
of the same kind of entirely
problems.
5. One can agree with Acr- negative, uninformed, and conea's flip sarcasm - "the pub- tentious criticism that his
lie opinion survey is a mar- Chronicle letter of May 4 repvelous device." But it hardly resents.
follows that "it replaces re- Richard Martin
search, thought, decisiollll-mak- Co-Advisor
ing, and other tiresome evils Students for Environmental
which normally becloud the in- Defense

Banquet for feast

Women compete for male approval

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
this occurred two years ago "Every day in a woman's
I would like to respond to with a student I accused of life is a walking Miss America
last Friday's article by a stu- plagiarism. He contended he contest."-Rox Baxendall
dent accused of plagiarism. I was innocent and complained This statement is so true.
don't know all the facts in that to three or four adminis,. Every day a woman competes
case, but I would like to com- trat?rs-from my department, for male approval, becoming
ment on one important issue chaIT~an on up the top rank only a beautiful banquet for
which seems to be involved, and _file. Througho?t the whole their eyes to feast upon. Rathnamely academic freedom.
affair I got the notion that as a er than being called ugly, this
The AAUP (American Asso- faculty member "I could do no woman will slip onto a stage
ciation of University -Profes- wrong." No one acted in any and create a character of
sors) has endorsed a state- way as a mediator between pure, feminine beauty that will
ment on student's rights in the ~t1:1dent and me. All of ~e w.iin the applause of her male
which that association makes admmnstrators concurred m critics.
the explicit point that academ- tellin~ the student,. "Yo1;1 have She po:rtrays the lusty feic freedom is not a unilateral, to resolve the conflict with the male heroine who fights for
one-sided prerogative of the professor involved."
the image of beauty. Her
faculty and is just as much a Also, I learned that in talk- weapO'llS are Yardly, Clairol,
right of the students: "Free- ing with several faculty mem- Max Factor, Maybelline, Coty,
dom to teach and freedom to bers that the burden of proof Revelon, Cover Girl, Avon,
learn are inseparable facets of rested with the student-not Dorothy Gray Charles of the
academic freedom." (Quote with me, the "perfect" profes- Ritz, Almay, and the list goes
from JOINT STATEMENT ON sor. Two years have gone by on.
RIGHTS and FREEDOMS of
These are the shimmering,
STUDENTS).
spellbinding beauty products
A recent article (April 11,
(con't on p. 3 col. 1) tha~ are g?ing to change thi_s
1971) appeared in the St. Paul
'
plaJ111: lass mto the pure, fermPioneer Press in which Todd
nine beauty. As with all paints
Waters, a winter graduate o f - - - - - - - - - - - , . ood brushes, she turns out a
SCSC and Gov. Anderson's colbeautiful work of art.
CHRONICLE
lege campaign leader, was Published Tuesdays and Fridays throughThe more beautiful the imquoted: "the campus is a di- out the school year except for final age, the more she is admired.
vine right monarchy; when weeks and vacation periods. Second class But, she is c:mly admired as a
academic freedoms are men- postage paid at St. Cloud, Mn. Student
piece of art, not as a perSOIIll.
tioned, it is generally taken for swscriptions taken from Student ActiviThe male critics . are too
ties Fund •.Mail subscription rate is $2.00
granted that the faculty and per quarter or $S.00 per academic year.
wrapped up in her appearance
administrators are the only
to notice that she also has a
Editor-In-Chief.;............. Susan Heineke
ones who possess this freemind of her own. Once she has
dom." Being a faculty mem- Associate Editor............... Steve London achieved their admiration,
Managing
Editor
.............
Steve
Johnson
ber here for three years, I
that's it.
Sports Editor.................... Wayne Cook
h a v e observed some inShe has done
that she
Business Manager......... Mark Llllllquist
di c at ions of this "divine
Olief Photographer.......... John Pet«son was meoot to do. No ooe will
rights" idea extened to the
look any further.
faculty.
Since Eve was supposed to
One ooignant example of
be beautiful and temotiru!. it is

• •
Pl ag1artSm

ar

a womarrs duty to be a lovely
temptress. If she is ugly, she
is not a woman. Her husband
( or boyfriend) tells her, "Why
don't you fix yourself up?"
All her friends murmur behind her back, "Why doesn't
she do something with herself?" What they are really
saying is, "Conform, baby.
Put oin that cute, plastic face
and mold that fat into the
Maidenform body.''
Whether or not she loses her
identity doesn't make any difference. She is merely an art
object, which is suppose to
please the eye; and, a piece of
art can not be ugly. How dare
she!

To keep his beautiful object
beautiful, he will buy her
clothes, cosmetics, jewelry,
perfumes, and weekly appoiintments to the beauty parlor.
A
If she dares to express an
opinion that shows she has aDJy
intelligence in her pretty, little
head, one of these "luxuries"
is taken away as punishment.
So she becomes a wind-up doll
with a programmed record inside.
A man's honor is mP-asured
by his matelial wealth. The Today's woman is smashmg
more wealth, the mare ob- her program record airud cut1
C
jects. The better quality the
objects, the more prestige. A •
woman is a possession of pres(con't on p. :3, col. 1) ....
tige to a man.
Now they can only look at
her and think, "Well, you'd
better have a head on those
shoulders, cause that's all
you've got." She creates no
male challenge. Any man certamly is not enchanted by
what he sees, and would hardly try to win this woman's
love. If he doesn't like the
prize, why should he enter the
contest?

Libetation
I

Reader answers 'unfair' •Charges
To the Editor:
Many people have completely the wrong ideas about
Sororities and-Fraternities. By
some Greeks are considered
snobs' and the complete system
seems silly. I feel these statements are unfair
·
If this is the case, are organizations such as Kinlights of
Columbus, Jaycees, Shriners,
e!c:, silly? Many would say no,
g1vm~ the reason ~at they
benefit the commumty. Has
a n y o n e looked into what
Greeks do for communities?
From experience, I know the
chapters of Sigma, Sigma, Sigm a S o r o r i t y have given
enough money to build oo a
wing to a children's__hosoit.aLin

North Carolina. Each Greek
organization has a philanthroPY to which it contributes money each year.
Another belief is that there
is so~e kind of _v_engeful and
ferocious co1:11~tition between
these orgaimzations. A proof
that this is false is the annual
"Greek Week" is designred to
umte Greeks for foo and also
for a purpose.
The coming events of this
year's "Greek Week" will be
uniting Greeks to raise money
for the "Head Start" Program" in St. -Cloud.
Are not these contributions
and efforts worthy of some
recognitioo?
At least a reason for their
crostence? ~rodt.ies a

•,;

ternities also offer more than
this. Whether it's a "home
away from home," a group to
go out with, campus amd community involvement, or someone there when you need them, ''
the Greeks have something to ""'
offer.
f'
Greeks develop close ties,
but this isn't wi·ong any more
than the ties established in
dorms or in other types of
housing.
Greeks areru't tryiJnJg to
prove themselves better than
airuyone. They are people like
anyone else who enjoy a good,
time and close friendships.
~~
I think a closer look should
be taken. There is both good
and bad in arnything.
MarvDePuew
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Plagiarism-C.ustom not compatible with legal system _ _ _ _ _ __
(con't from p. 2)
and I can still recall the im- tom, as I have experienced it
pact of what that accused stu- here, is not compatible with
dent said as he pleaded· his our current legal system. The
case with me: "You're sick, general picture on far too
this whole damn thing is sick." many institutions of learning
So I thought about it, slept throughout this country is that
on it, and sure enough, I _more than a handful of educa. agreed with the student. Of tors are first committed so
course, it couldn't have been some mythical "teaching proany other way in the light that fession" and secondly to
our legal system (outside of "learning"-and
what
that
the confines of this sacred might mean for enhancing civcampus) gives the benefit of ilization by serving as an imthe doubt to the accused until petus for encouraging stuproven guilty. Anyway, my dents to assert th~ir integrity
evidence was mainly circum- and conscience whenever they
st"'\,ntial, and certainly not full are trampelled upon.
proof.
But there was a more impor- A similar parallel can be
tant reason why I gave the drawn from the ranks of ten>student the benefit of the ured versus nontenured faculty
doubt. 1 felt that the adminis- at this -institution. As is genertrative leaders and faculty col- ally true elsewhere, a nonteleagues might find the student nured faculty member can be
guilty as a matter of protocal dismiss~ . rather arbitrar~y
in taking my word against the ~nd c_apnc1ously by the admmstudents if a hearing was istration. And, of cour~, the
presented before them.
burdon of proof rests with the
I feel that no more grave in- nontenured person.
justice occurs in the name of The net effect is that the
education than having the bur- ~ntenured faculty member,
den of proof rest in the stu- like the student, are both
dent's lap. Too often when fac- treated like "niggers" and,
tftty seek to resolve such con- consequently, have few, if any,
flicts, they follow a "chain of legal rights in the confines of
command" type of mentality the rules and regulations operthat our illustrious military ating on the local campus.
way of life has perhaps taught What this all boils down to
the "so called" teaching pro- gets right back to what Todd
fession because as long as the Waters said about the "divine
burden of proof rests with the right" monarchy. That concept
students the way the custom is emerged more crystal clear
apparent on this campus, then than ever with the last atI wonder if educators aren't tempted trial of Alex Stach by
committed first to their own the Judicial Committee. As
selfish interest group, clique, you will recall, Pr-esident Wick
fraternity-call the group what and the Judicial Committee
¥ OU like-the picture emerges violated
Chancellor Mitau's
l"dther clearly in too many in- request to give Stach, interest
stances.
s tu de n ts and faculty, an
,, Surely, the prevalent cus- OPEN HEARING.

Didn't our fathers of our
constitution build in a few
safeguards to protect the inno cent, young, and naive
against selfish · oppression?

Dr. Claude Del Zoppo, chairman of the sociology and anthropology department, who so
testily yelled at two students
in the first Alex Stach prelimiPower and Morality: Who nary hearing to, in effect,
Shall Guard _th!-Guardia~s?, a "Shut up and sit down!" But a
book by Piitr1m Sorokin, a m o r e fundamental question
noted sociologist and prolific . one might ask is who is going
writer of altruistic love adds a to guard the apathetic students
few added insights to the on this campus who sit back
checks and balances idea of and let President Wick and the
our constitution.
Judicial Committee punish
.
.
Alex Stach for the actions of
?ust wh? on. this campus or the students who have pleaded
t~l state igomi to rar'\Jur persistently for an open hear~e
an, / th vfudi
mg~ .
.
, . airman° . e
~1
Will 1t be Chancellor M1tau,
:ateq~'L:t : : the sta~ college bo3:d,. our
•l t h
to ed 'him state legislature, or will it be
VI~ebefc an:
~ eem
our own students and faculty
0
~~dents e
~o eagues
coming togethei: to work O?t ~
. reasonable) eqwtable solution.
Then one might ask, who is I seriously doubt any of these
going to guard the guardian, alternative possibilities will
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ occur. The answer emer~es
from ~very corner and crevice
on this .c~mpu~: the faculty
and administratio~ have a monopoly on academic freedom.
"ApparenHy, some so called
educated
people (faculty
and students) have ffrgotten
one of_ the most prec10~ . asSID?ptions of o~ constit?~on.
It is also fo~d m ~~ wr1tmgs
of the world s religions and

gel; '
,Z>~~:~
f

~ai

and

iii

to teach and freedom to leam
are inseparable facets of academic freedom." Until the
p e op 1e involved on this
campus begin to move in the
direction of making that point
become- a reality, this institutiion will remain shackled
by its own indifference, lethargy, inevitable, cancer, and will
continue to motivate people in
the name of education-even
apple pie, mother love, and
holiness.
The question that we all
might _ask is do we want a
~amngful, learning commumty, or do we want- a tyranni~, military complex?
Dave Annandale
Psychology Instructor
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EVERY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud

Sell

..--------------------------------------

Liberation - - - - - - - - - (con't from p. 2)
ting a new release or her own. · the same, "Know and be yourThe record label is "Women's self."
·
Liberation," but the songs
In this sense, I feel that the
vary_fropi Red Stockiings, Rat, Women's Liberation MoveWITCH, Bread and Roses, ment is justifiable. Aniy womDaughters of Bilitis, Media ani living at the present time is
Women, Sojourner Truth's Dis- a member of Women's Liberciples, and NOW.
ation. It is her privilege, howAlthough the movement of ever, to decide whether she .
the music ranges from a radi- wants to take an active- or pas~al, heavy beat to a soft, con- sive part.
servative melody, the theme is Sheila Ci.cchi

HOURGLASS
CLEANERS

Call us now (collect) and
one of our dedicated staff
will answer your questions
about placement in Clinics
and accredited Hospitals
in New York City.

Trousers, skirts,
sweaters,
wool shirts

LOW COST

reg. price

Shirts-white
and colored

15%off

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK

CALL ANYTIME (collect)

Student Discount

(212) 371-6670
or
(212) 759-6810

( Thursday only)

WOMEN'S
PAVILION
INC.

252-6010

125-7th Ave. S.

s1s MA01sp i-fiVENUE, N. v.
0

DIDYOU
·
..
'

FORGET
SOMETHING?

Mother's
Day
Sunday, May 9

Binsfeld Jewelers

Angushire

PA

. R
3

STUDENT DISCOUNT ·
Mon.-Fri.
20% _Gre_~n Fees
_10% Equip. clubs bags,
sw~aters, golf carts
USEYOU.R

STUDENT DISCOUNT ACCEPTED
l09 S 7 Ave.

goes something like this:
TREAT OTHERS AS YOU
W_
o UL D LIKE TO BE
TREATED. And I don't think
any of this is ilTelevant to the
professor who accused the student •· of plagiarism. The
Youngbloods have stated a
possible solution: "Come on
everybody let's get together
and love one another right
now." And Nevitt Sanford implied all this in a book that I
would like ~ recommend especially to President Wick, the
Judicial Committee, and the
faculty an<;I students-Where
Colleges Faii:l: a Study of the
Student as a Person.
Now I am brought back to
my first paragraph-''Freedom

STUDENT DISCOUNT
CARD :
252-2390

251-9619

,. ..
Cycles
I don't want a pickle,
Just want to ride on my motorsickle,
And I don't want a tickle,
'Cause I'd rather ride on my
motorsickle.

Riding on one's motorsickle~
to borrow from Ario Guthrie,
is a new popular pastime
that's hitting college campuses
all over the country, faster
than a speeding Honda, Harley
of BMW:

Cars, busses
replaced by
motorcycles
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Students - male and female
'-- young and old - are parking their bicycles, storing their
autos, putting away their bus
passes and investing their
time, money and energy in another transportational mode
that's more convenient, more
economical, more exdting,
· less polluting, as welll as for
other reasons that seem to be
putting psychologists and sociologists in fourth .gear.
In the last year or so, we
have been told that there are
other "deep-rooted" reasons
why people ride cycles - from
the cycle as Freudian father
figure to the hot-throbbing
s t e e-steel-between-cycke as
Freudian father figure to the
hot-throbbing - steel-betweenone's-appendages adage.
But although these may even
be somewhat valid, there's no
one reason why a student, or
anyone else, rides a motorcycle. An entire motorcycle
mystique has been built up
around the machine and the
men and women who wrap
their legs around it - and this
e~tends to further reasoning
than saving on gas money or a
rider's family problems.
The myth began about 17
years ago when Marlo Brando
c a m e zoorndng across the
screen in a Triumph chopper,

complete with greasy hair, a
violent sexual glimmer in his
angered eye - the blue denim
kid, booming doen the freeway, his swastika neckpiece
blowin' in the wind.
"You meet the nicest people
on a Honda" may be the motto
of a certain cyycle company,
but in the skeptical Middle
American mind, the typical
motorcyclist is still The Wild
One, a bona fide Hell's Angel
member.
In reality, however, the
g r o u p riider is far outnumbered by ,the lone rider. Of
the three million cyclists in
this country, onJy about three
thousand are in motorcycle
groups. And allmotorcycle
groups certainly aren't like the
Hell's Angels.
With the advent of Easy Ri•
der movies and television's
Then Came Bronson, the public is finally being shown a
somewhat sensttive and sympathetic portrait of the cyclist
- a portrait that today is
m o r e accurate than the
greasy-kid's-stuff image that
began in the 50s.
So a new motorcycle mystique emerges based, as are so
many other youth crazes, on
the principles of freedom and
liberation. The new myth
should be described by some
of the people who do the riding, those who are the reality
of the myth.
But it seems, most Easy Riders have difficulty in articulating the reasons for their
sources of pleasure.
"There's this freedom about
it," one biker says. "You ride
fast, it's glamorous. It's individual - the closest thing to
flying."
And there are other, stranger, reasons. "It's so dangerous. Some people use it -

want it - to be a deliberate
death trap. It's a beautiful
way to wipe yourself out and get glory, too. It's masochist ecstasy, a fantasy you
can make real."
All kinds of students are now
riding bikes. A forty-year old
female graduate student at a
large universtty rides her Harley to campus from her home
in the suburbs when weather
per,its. I asked her why she
rides her motorcycle.
"Because there's nothing
like the feeling of riding on a
motorcycle,"
she
said.
"There's a feeling of risk and
danger and yet one of complete control. I'm responcible
for what the machine does. It's
different than my station
wagon - there's a feeling of
contact with the machine, like
flying a small plane or riding
a horse. A physical oneness
with that machine.
"I got my Harley," she said,
"because it's more prestigious.
I wanted to avoid the image of
the Sunday Biker. It's a big
leisure-time activity for me. I
call my cycle my Toy." she
said.
And then there are the Cons.
There is a definite danger of
riding a cycle, no matter how
s~ed you are. There's a lack
of protection and so much of a
rider's fate depends on other
drivers. This is one of the reasons that cycle insurance is so
high, proportionately more expensive than automobile insurance. One student Rider in
dire need of money · had his
$5,000 chopper insured and
then asked a friend to sreal 1t
so he could collect the insurance money-. But many syslists
aren't so eager to part with
their cycle, even for money.
Their cycles become a part of
them.

Allegedly, there a;re those
d e e p-r o o t e d reasons that
recently were made public
when a Harvard psychiatrist
reported that many cyclists
are escaping reality through
their bikes, that many cyclists
feel "tenuous masculine identification," and ride bikes to
prove themselves as men, towers of strength and "to avoid
the possibility of homosexual
feelings," which says nothing
about the woman cyclists.
Not only are these "fiinds"
gross genera_lizations, but they
attempt to create a New Image of the cyclist as a neurotic
m a s o c h i s t i c , perverted
muscle-s·eeking man, which
tends - as all over analyzation does - to take the pleasure out of something as
simple and joyful as riding a
motorcycle.
None of the answers, the
findings,
the
philosophies
makes sense. Riding a motorcycle is not necessarily indicative of a psychological disturbance with deep-rooted
Freudian implications. Nor is
it merely a convenient mode of
transportation. It's a feeling.
Riding a motorcycle is an attitude, representative of a way
of life. It's a cross country
cruise, a sensation, an environmentalist
philosophy
where, on a cycle, a rider's
body blends into the surroundings. Rididng a cycle is a
unique experience, a seventh
sense, a feeling of freedom.
"I don't know why I ride a
cycle," one rider said. "It just
feels good. "
And I don't want a tickle,

Cause I'd rather ride on my
motorcycle,
And I don't want to die,
Just want to ride on my mo•
torcycle.
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Candidates contest
•
today's senate primary

I

'\ ! .

•

Bob Walton, Vice-president:
Walton, sophomore from New
Ulm, has served on the senate
the past year. Orgamzation is
the key to the senate problems
accordiin:g to Waltollli. He added
that if the senate had good organization and effective leadership they could have offered
more. He favors teacher evaluatim and would like to see a
campus wide system with published ratings of instructors.

Dick Rengal, at Large: Rengal is a sophomore majoring in
radio and T.V. "I will represeirut the active minority rather
than the s'ilent majority, but I
hope to make all groups aware
and conscious of what our admin!Lstr ation is doing here at
SCS.'' Rengal sees community
government as a step in the
right direction. He also hopes
to eliminate former varsity
athletes from participating iJni
the same sport in iJni..
tramurals."

Roger Stenhoff, at Large:
Steruho.ff is a Philosophy major
from St. Paul. He feels the
senate is too removed from the
student body. "I just felt a
committment to get involved,"
said Steinhoff m explairung his
reasons for running.

Layne Carver, at Large:
Carver, a Junior, is 23 years
old. A veteran a'!lld active
member of "Vets for Peace,"
Carver would like to see the
senate take "stands aind action" on the war, the environment, and other significant is~
sues. "The senate is one of the
ways some soda! change on
campus and non-campus related issues can be accomplished," Carver said.

Lee Tostenred, Sherburne:

Joseph Ricke, at Large:
Ricke, a sophomore, is 24
years old. An army veteran,
he is majori:nig i1ll Techrm.cal
Engineering. "I plan to become knowledgable and give
what I consider the voice of a
concerned
individual.
I'll
speak my mind," Ricke said.

~

·Perfect Portraits

Champs-Graham Studio
14 7th Ave. ·South
10% Off On Any

:::x·

Jay Jackson, at Large: Jackson, a freshmoo from Hibbing,
supports local environmental
defense organizations and consumer protectio1ll groups. He
favors increased student rep- Greg Exley, at Large: Exley,
resenitation on committees.
a freshman from Hastings, has
been: a senator since J ainruary-.
He presently serves as Chairman of the student discount
service aind student employmerut service. Exley sees a
need for greater student body
support for the actions of the
senate.

,::,i

..
Doug Blakesley, at Large:
Blakesley, a Junior from Aitkin:, hopes to see the &em!ate
generate mterest within the
student body through its accomplishments. His priocities
include more student parking
and greater commwnication
amo!Illg senators, students, and
faculty. A s,pecial problem
Blakesley noted is that seniors
are often not ootified of · the
number of credits needed to
graduate until it is too late to
Steve Hobbs, Campus Co-or- do something about it.
dinator: Hobbs, a freshman, is
a Theatre major from Mtn'neapolis. "I want to pull t~e Doug Erickson, candiate for
sena~ ou_t of -~e ~omplet~, dis-- president, w'ill introduce a
or~anazatioo its llI1! now, he resolution calling for the abol~d. Hobbs supports comm~- ishment of the senate if electmty gov_el'Il;1De1;1t, . and ~l ed. He feels that this will speed
work for its institution by wm- up the process for community
ter of 1971. He would als;o .~e government and save the stuto see_ the Stud_ent Acbv1tl€S dents $7,386. Erickson would
Committee abolished, and a also establish an election for
' ' f r e e flowing" budget i:ru- a committee of five students
stitute~, ~vith money allocated to make appointments prewhere 1t IS needed.
viously handled by the senate.
This committee could handle
items of student concern, the
candidate feels.
Mary Murphy, treasurer, feels
that the criticism of the senate is justified. Miss Murphy
feels that the senate is not
active because inexperienced
people were not prepared to
take over leadership positions.

'Ben' Benson, at Large: Bensolll, a .:mphomore, is a veteran
now majoring in Industrial
Arts. He will try to represent
the views of such groups as
t h e veterans and various peace groups. He supports
community governme.rut.

Portrait Order With
SCS Student
Discount Cards

Not pictured

Not pictured

Dean Reinhart, off campus atlarge, will try to promote better relations between on and
off-campus students. Reinhart
will also try to promote the
Greek system by getting persons active.

· ot pktured
Gary Botzek , Presideirut: Botzek, junior from Foley, would
like t-0 see a good organizational structure which would
put the right perso,ns in committee assignments. He would
also co,:itii:me support of NSA
because of the ideas which
they have provided the senate.
Botzek feels that there is a
conflict of interest for the student in the s,e;rnate since his
schoolwork comes first with
senate in'Volvement second. He
also feels that students do care
about the senate whoo it
directly affects them.

Not pictured

MOUNTAIN

YOU'VE TRIID THE REST

NOW TRY THE BEST

SAM'S PIZZA
16 North 7th Ave.
DIAL 253-4540

Mountain will assist you with any personal, drug, or medical problem. The
phone service also hos professional resources available for le!)lll aid, abortion,
counseling, and medical assistance. If
you are interested in working for Mountain during the summer, or need lo talk to
someone about any type of problem, call
2S3-3131 between 6 p.m. ond 2 a.m.

A

freshman, Miss Tosterured
wants to get residooce hall students moire active in the seruate. She has worked Olli the
Book exchange a111d would like
to see more publicity in the
dorms to inform students on
what the Student Senate is
doing.

New brew.for the·new,breed
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Tri-Cap encompasses programs
to eliminate variety of problems
sources available.
The motto of Vista is "Help- small family farm develop and
The orga1rnization is governed irug people to help them- reach its full potential through
by a 21 member board of di- selves." Vista volU1I1toors are group educational meetings
rectocs who repres;eITTJt low-in- men and women who donate and one-to-one technical ad•
come people, public officials, one year of service to work vice by experienced farm op.
and the public at large. A staff and live among low-irucome eratoll's.
of 60 people carries out the people, bringing skills and serfu cooperatioo with local atpolicies and programs ap- vices that are needed to fight torneys who donate their serproved by the board.
poverty in the local commu- vice, Tri-CAP obtailns aid for
After approval on the local nity.
those who cannot afford it.
level, Tri-CAP submits budg- Neighborhood Centers make
Group action, or "People
ets and proposals to the De- available to the community a,n Po"'.er," promises_ the most efpartmerut of Labor, the Office identifiable location that they fective e~fort a~amst poverty,
of Economic Opportunity, and can call their own. Through Jacka_ said. Tri-CAP h~ps to
the Department of Health, the centers Tri-CAP operates orgaau.ze people to imform
Education, and Welfall'e for all of the agency's programs themselves, to provide inforfunds to implement local fi- at the grass roots level.
mation for Tri-CAP planning,
ooncing to carry out the activiand to make institutions more
The Tri-CAP Housi,
rna Pro- responsive
· t o people ,s n't:=.
~..:i~
ties of the agency.
-·b
gram
shows
and
demonstrates
"Thr
h
h
Tri·-CAP encompasses a vad .
.
h .
oug t ese programs,
an mnovative
ousmg
k t the roo t causes of
ri·ety of programs to try to fnew
..
or commurut1es
and low-in- we see ou
eliIIllll1!.,ate as ma.ny types of
f ·u
h
poverty and confront them at
come . am1 es wt e,re . existing th e gTass roots 1evei,
, ,, J ac k a
prob1e,ms as possi·ble.
agencies
equipped to s a l· d . "B y eIi mmating
. .
the
The bas1·c goal of the pre- sa
t·ISf y are
the noever-increasing
f
t
school programs, Head Start, need for decent living.
causes o pover Y, we can
Home Start, and Day Care is
work towards the elimination
"Id d
The Agriculture Techmcal of the conditions and effects of
to help the chi
evelop self- Assistance Program helps the poverty."
identity, to learn to live effectively with other childroo.1 and
adults , to grow in ability to express themselves, and to dethe poor people whose lives velop curiosity in the world
will be affected.
around them.
"They, more than outsiders,
a,r e likely to be seriously comThe Neighborhood Youth
mitted and perserverirug to the Corps_ provides part-t~e work
By JEAN SCHNEIDER
his office advising against the
fight against poverty " Jacka experience and trainmg foc
When the ice broke on the swim, fearing the undercursaid
'
youths 16-21 enabling them to
"Helpfuig agencies have not stay at home and in sc~ool or Mississippi River in the spring rents would pull him down
been able to successfully chal- to ~eturn to further their edu- of 1952, the original John L. the river.
swam the waters starting a
Brendan MacDonald, John
lenge the causes of pover ty be- cat10n.
cause often they have become
T h e Foster Grandparent tradition that is still being ob- L.'s trainer who barely missed
the Olympic swim team,
stodgy bureaucracies or so Program, delegated to Catho- served at St. Cloud State.
This year, 19 years later, checked out the possibility
clos,ely identified with the es- lie Charities for operation, emtablished order that they them- ploys older low-income people thr•ee SCS students Vicki Mc- and found no dangerous unselves are part of the cause of to form relationships with Cleary, Pete Noll, and Mark dercurrents.
poverty."
emotiooally disturbed yomg- Ammend again braved the
The day arrived and, minus
With the knowledge ana help sters at the St. Cloud Chil- waters of the Mississippi. The the traditional parade that
of low-mcome people, Tri-CAP dreiilS' Home. The Big Brother water was still as cold, but has been present every year
determines the causes . and Program enables concerned the event, unique to St. Cloud since, students unauthorized
conditions of pover:y in the men to work with fathedess State, had changed a little to skip class and faculty
area and sets priorities, goals, boys in a one-to-one relation- since the original John L. members alike came down
swam the rJver.
and objectives estimating re- ship.
to the banks of the river to
In the spring of 1952, panty see the occurrence.
raids were causing concern
John L. said he arrived in
on the campus so "a bunch a racoon coat and made a big
of us goofballs" got together, production out of testing the
said C h a r 1 e s Everhart, water for the sake of the
Walker, Minn. who is the ori- Chronicle photographer.
ginal John L., and came up
He smeared on black graph- ·
with another idea for fun.
ite grease to protect himself
The idea of swimming the
against the cold water, donned
river originated from the fe- a "goofy hat" and the swimmale English Channel swimmer with his lifeguards in a
mer of that year. John L., and
borrowed duck boat beside
his cohorts decided America him started across the mighty
needed a great swimmer too;
so the members of the local Mississippi.
A six pack of beer had been
Al Sirat Fraternity began orput in the duck boat for the
ganizing the event.
A red flag with beer labels swimmer and the boaters to
displayed upon it was devised share. Unknown to John L.,
by the advertising manager the beer was consumed and
replaced with muddy river
as a symbol for the event.
The administration got wind water. Pausing to refresh himof the upcoming swim, how- self, John L. took a couple
ever; and the president of the of gulps before he realized
college called John L. into he was drinking the same
thing he was swimming in.
Reaching the other side,
he was greeted by enthusiastic college students. The challenges were not over then,
however, for he had yet to
figure out a way to get off the
grease which continued to rub
through
his clothes for a
Sixteen full-color reproductions constituting an exhibition month.
"The event," John L. said,
e n t i t 1e d Bruegel and His
World, are on display now in "w-a s a hell of a lot of fun and
laughter and · there was no
Atwood.
Sponsored by ABOG, the art damage, just good clean fun."
This year the duck boat has
works were prepared in Brussels to commemorate the 400th been replaced with a speed
anniversary of Peter Bruegel boat, the ambulance waited
at the shore in case of an
the Elder' s death.
and
graphite
Ammg the works to be emergency,
showll! are "The Fall of the grease was replaced by TexaRebel Angels," "The Parable co waterpump grease. The
of the Blind," and "The Wed- Theta Chi Fraternity memChar Ulrich, sophomore from Redwood Falls,
bers, the group which handles
ding Banquet."
was selected the Phi Sigma Epsilon Pearl Girl.
.A painter as well as a pi;int the event, have added songs
The phy ed major is a RA at Holes Hall and is
maker, Bruegel's works date about ,the happening every .
active in cheerleading.
back to 1553.
year.
John Peltnon phote
by Kathy W aIker

Community Action Agencies
- local anti-poverty agencies
- orgainize communities of
poor people to meet · and beat
the system and institutions
which keep them pooc, said
Jon Jacka, executive director
of the Tri-County Acti001 Program.
Tri-CAP, the Community Action agency servilnig Stearns,
Benton, and Sherburne counties, focuses its attentiOilll on
the youth and educational systern, the housmg business,
govermient aid agencies, legal
services, and health c.are.
rm.- gh ·ts
.1 mou
I
programs and
·
·
·
Tri
CAP
activities
a tt empts to
~....LUnI•ty to
al oppw
assure an equ
.
a 11 people In the competitive
· t y tod ay, J ack a sa1•ct .
soc1e
Tri-· CAP ac kno,wledges tha t
the best way to so1ve pro blems
is by involving the people who
are affected by those problems , therefore the responsibility for planning the priorities of needs and the means to
attack the causes is given to

Learning R

1

1952 brought first
Mississippi swim

Paintings on
display in
Atwood now

All service
Tomorrow the official opens
ing date of the 4th floor of Centernnial Hall, containing books
which may be checkec out by
students, and the moving of the
books and shelves from Kiehle
is "going very, very well," according to Charles Campbell,
Assistant Professor of Learning Resources anrl Library and
Audiovisual Education.
Campbell said that pll the
movm,g is being done by students who are supervised by
professional movers. About 150
students have participated in
the operation, which is going
-Ollli nrightly from 5 p.m.-7 a.m.
Campbell explained that a
major difficulty lies in the fact
that there are presently more
books thain shelves to put them
on, and that is one of ·the reasons why it was hMd to determine exactly when the fourth
floor will be opened. The periodical and reference section,
housed oo third floor, opened
last week.
A number of unique features
will be 1n evidence when the
center begms operation at full
capacity. Among th"lm will be
the Random Remote Acess Information Retrieval System
(RRAIRS). This system, ace o r d i n g to Campbell, will
make it possible for students
to call up audio-visual programs by means similar to
touchtone telephone.
Scheduled for
operation
this fall, it will be able to carry 96 programs which cani be
viewed by students in any of
36 group and fuidividual viewing stations.
Three · of these will connect

with classrooms
TV monitors a;n,d wl
bility for color.
A special feature
e~ation is that ther
limit to the numbet
who can use a par
gram at one time.
In co'Ildunction
will another servic€ ~
student may have
96 available progr8
ed Ol!l casette free
Campbell explained
chine (in which a <:
be iniserted) will be
the first floor. Tl
corresponding to
program is then, p
less than 'l7 second
audio portion of the -!
gram is recorded
sette.
Campbell said -~
grams are now beiri
by various departm
clusion in the new s A new method o
out books will also
operation on fourth
system will require ·
a student identific,
which is to be presf
checkout personrel -·
the book.
'
The book card an .
tificatioo card will 1
on a small photo r
picture taken of t'
transaction card ( o
printed a checkout
number and date <
back into the book
the book card.
The advantage d
ation, accordiTIJg to- is the student wiµJ
have to take the ~
each card. Also, ~
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whereby a
any of the
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that a maasette may
located on
1e number
a desired
tshed, and
; later, the
entire prol'n the ca-

that prog prepared
mts for ilil~
,stem.
1 checking
come i'lllto
floor. The
the use of
tioo card,
1:ted to the
along with

l the ideini-

!t~ be put

ate and a
te two. A
r which is
sequence
11e) is put ·
along with

the operCampbell,
no longer
ne to sign
>Fary per-

sonnel will be able to read the
name of the borrower clearly.
Campbell also for sees less of a
problem with book pileups at
the fro;nt desk, and therefore, ·
faster returning of the books to
the shelves.
Books may be returned at either of the two outside depositories, at the front desk oo the
main floor, or on 4th floor. Renewals may be made at the
main desk, or on fourth floor.
Campbell said the new checkout system will enable the library to send ouverdue notices
out immediately. Fines will remain 10 cents per day per
book.
Thirty-six new microfilm
r e a d i n, g machines will be
added to the library facilities,
making fourty o.f the machines
available for use. A new microprinter will enable library
· users to obtain a full size co,py
of any material in the library
oo microfilm.
Yet another .feature of the
new lea.miinig resources center
is the rear screen projection
room. Campbell explained that
audio-visual material can be
shown to three separate classrooms from the one room. The
rear screen elimmates light
and sounds from the projector
also.
Construction on the buildililg
itself began in March of 1969,
with Smiley aind Associates of
Minneapolis as the project architects. Building was delayed
somewhat by a 13-week strike
last spring.
. The cost of the new facility
is estimated 'at ~~t $,4'.,..P1¥-, ,

lion.
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Golf lineup. could change
Two 1rnvitatio1111al golf meets
are on tap this weekend for
v a r s i t y linksters from St.
Cloud State.
Today coach John Oxton will
enter his charges iJnJ the Bison
Invitational ar Fargo, N.D.
Saturday the Huskies move
over to Alexandria where they
will compete in the Cougar Invitational.
St. Cloud State opened its
1971 campaigin last weekemd
when placing eighth in a field
of 12 in the Cobber-Dragon In~
vitational at Moorhead. Bemidji WO!ll! top honors with 393
points. St. Cloud totaled 420.
Bill Zellmann, senior from
Moose Lake, paced the Huskies with a 79. Mike Toutant, junior from Hutchinson, had an
81. Duane Rutz, freshman
from Little Falls, scored am 83.
He was followed by Mary Lerum, sophomore from Minneapolis Henry, who shot an
86. Art Williams, freshman

from Cokato, and Wayine Miller, freshman from Fridley,
each scoired 91.
Those linksters again could
compose St. Cloud's lineup this_
weekend, but Oxtoin admitted
that his lineup could change
drastically before heading
nQII'th this weekeind.
Other top candidates listed
. by Oxton include Gary Oja, junior from Coleraine Greeniway; Darrell Roehl, jooior
from Brooklyn Center; Steve
Johnson, ' freshma:n from Os-seo; Jay WilsolllJ, juniQII' from
North St. Paul; and Ken
Lubke, sophomore from St.
Cloud Tech.
"We mly had a couple of
rounds in which to get ready
last week," Oxton admitted,
"and we are going to have
some challenge matches during practice this week. We
should be better prepared, and
it could mean we'll see some
new faces itn our lineup."

~1?£t1-

Tri-captai.ns Larry Neilson (left), Dave Woodward (center) and Jim Bryan
lead the Husky netters against St. John's Tuesday.
_
John PetersoB photos

CLEANING CENTER

"Country Club Quality at N.lighbortn,ocl Pricts"
•
--......_

,,

Crossroads Center

PJ1ont 252-0333

SHIRTS LAUNDERED •
''FREE GARMENT STOitAGE"

-

. \J:IOU!t. ~-l'ANINe

Dresses $1.65
Trousers
Skirts
Sweaters $.80

USE YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT

---

'Gimme Shelter' film enforces paranoia
by Bill Marcus
"We are stardust ... "
- That sounded ftnie at Wood·t didn't hapn<><n, that
st ock ... I
y-•
way at Altamont.
We've got to get ourselves
back to the garden."
Is the rock festival doomed
as a recurrent youthful phenomenon? If the events at AItamo1llt and the recent Hibbing
fiasco are allllY indication, it
would seem that the Age of
Aquarius is leavtn,g as fast as
it came. Beautiful People
don't exist an~ore.
T h a t all sounds pretty
alarming, but in this week of

Kent State remembrances,
viewing a film like "Gimme
Sh_elte:r" can , only s~rve to
reinfor~e ones feelings of
param.oia.
The latest Maysles Brothers
("Salesman") film is a gruesome, sensitive, probing aind to-tally wnibeautiful look at the
Rolling Stones and bits of their
last American tour, climaxed
by a free concert at the Altamoot Race track, outside of
San Francisco. The movie
promos tell the story - "Four
babies were born, four people
died one on film."
The film takes the viewer in
amd out of scenes, through the

backgroood, air.d directly im.it;o
alll! overwhelming feeling of
impending doom. The whole
concert was a mess from the
beginning. It had to be moved
once.
The promoters (primarily
Mike Wadleigh of Woodstock
fame) had trouble with the
concert-goers, and finally had
no choice but to let the Hell's
Airugels police the crowd. One
of the Angels pumiched Jefferson Airplane guitarist Paul
KalllJtner.
They left the Stones alone,
but their constant fighting dis•
turbed guitarist Keith Richard
enough to make him want to

split. Finally, someone was
stabbed and killed. Mick Jagger aind Charlie Watts watch it
irrl the studio.
Their soo,g, "Gimme Shelter" starts play.ing. The movie
is over.
The impact is tremendous.
The Maysles have learned a
few tricks in their brillia:rnt career, displaying in this film a
s,e111:se of tempo and pace that
builds to the screaming point
and then lets loose. It's all real
- all ' documentary", but in
this film, as elsewhere, truth
is strairuger thain fictio!Ill, a!Ild in,.
finitely more terrifyiinig.

IF YOUR HAIR ISN'T BECOMING TO YOU ; , ·•
YOU SHOULD 8E COMING TO US

GENE'S BARBER SHOP
SERVICE BY APPOINTMENT- PHONE 253· 5010
NO WAITING

"SHAVER REPAIR WHILE YOU WAIT''
16 SEVENTH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA

PHONE 253•5010

WOE

~IVE

THE BAND
"--

SPECIAL GUEST STARS

DELANEY &BO NIE
JOHN SEBASTIAN

BUTTERFIELD :~u:J
FREE

MUDDY WATERS

'

~-"THE ✓

•
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the Mustangs and leads St.
Cloud in that department He
also tops the Huskies with 18
I'l.lllliS~batted-in. fylunsch is pacing his teammates with· eight
doubles.
.
~
Last year St. Cloud .sweQt
three games at Bemidji by 3-2,
7-1 and 9-6 margins. In fact the
Huskies have woo eight

f

Husky-Dragon rivalry
mounts for track title;
both at .Bemidji today

SCS closes home slate;
awaits big UMM seri.es
St. Cloud State will close its
1971 home baseball slate this
weekend whoo hosting Bemidji
in a three-game Northern Lnr
tercollegiate Conference series
Park:
Coach Jim Stanek's Huskies
at Cold Spring' s Municipal
entertain the Beavers in a
nine-inning encounter today before the series closes with a
pair of seven-inning duels starting at 12 noon Saturday.
St. Cloud will take an1overall
record of 17-7 and an NIC
mark of 8-1 into the Bemidji
games after sweeping three
decisions by margins of 5-2, 5-1
and 4-1 over Southwest State
this past weekend.
"It was good to get three
more i:n the right side of the
ledger," Stanek said, "but
once again we made hard
work out of it. Southwest has a
club that is much stronger
than its record indicates. Our
hittiirug fell off, our fielding was
below par and if we had not
received good pitching, we
could have lost three instead
of winning three."
The points that concerned
Stanek, despite the three conquests, were the six errors
committed by St. Cloud's infield, aind the fact that the
Huskies managed only 17 hits
m the series as compared with
16 for the losers. Jin: fact Southwest outhit St. Cloud in the finial contest 8-5.
As a result, Stanek admits
that he has considered making
some changes in his lineup for
the Bemidji series, but at least
for the opener will stick with
the same people that carried
much of the load against
Southwest.
Bob Britz, sophomore· from
Pierz, is eocpected to handle
the catching duties. Mark
Weiss , senior from St. Paul St.
Bernard's, probably will open
at first. Second base may be
handled by either Mike Coyle,
junior from Lake City, or
Duane Peterson, junior from
Cokato.
At shortstop, Stanek is expected to open with Bob Kelly,
junior from Bloomington, but
Greg Bigalke, freshman from
Little Falls, has been promoted to the varsity and could
see action. Charlie Munsch, senior from Wood Lake, will
start at third with reserve
strength provided by Rick
Robak, sophomore from St.
Cloud Cathedral.
St. Cloud's startiing outfielders will come from such
caindidates as Thayer and
Fuchs when they are not on
the mound, Mickey Schneider,
junior from St. Cloud Cathedral; Steve Jaocaric, freshman from South St. Paul; and
R o g e r Anderson, freshmalll
from Babbitt.
Other Huskies' ticketed for
possible duty are Ed Duda,
freshman from Chicago, Illinois; Mendel at second base ;
Mike Chanaka, freshman from
St. Cloud Cathedral, at first
base if he has recovered from
a twisted knee; Terry Beck,
freshman from South St. Paul,
at first base- aml Mark Yunker, freshman from Aitkin, behind the plate.
Squeeze Plays - Although
Fuchs collected "ooiy" three
hits in, eight official trips
against Southwest, he still
leads the Huskies with a lusty
.529 batting average.
Thayer unloaded his fifth
homer of the ,se~n ~ajnst

Page

straight from the Beavers. Bemidji's moot recent victory
-over St. Cloud was &-1 in the
1968 series opener.
.
By WAYNE COOK
the Johnnies, with ROlll Nelson hopefully it will all balance
Following this weekend's
Sports Editor
capturiOJg first and Ridgway out."
series against Bemidji at Cold
The NIC outdoor track fifth in the 440 IM. St. John's
Until then, Waxlax's club
Spring, the Huskies journey to
Morris for three NIC games champiOll"..ships
doo't
take took the 120 highs.
will taper off its brisk pace of
May 14 all1d 15 to wind up um place
May 21-22, but last
St. Cloud rated high at the the past. They will be divided
regular-season play.
year's 1-2 finishers, St. Cloud finish, too, although No. 3 and this weekend for the Bemidji
and Moorhead, started their 4 Bruce Johnson and Schuldt and Macalester Invitationals.
h e a d-t o-head battle three were nipped by the Dragon's
Thinclads from St. Cloud
weeks early in our 13-team iJru. Lippetrap in the 880. Brenny State will mvade Bemidji tovitational meet.
and Rernneberg gave us the day in hopes of successfully
Though no team points were edge in the three mile.
defending their championship
kept the Huskies and Dragons
"Rem1nieberg and Brenny honors in the Bemidji Inclea:{.ly outclassed the rest of d o u b 1 e d in the distaITTces, vitational.
oo's Hospital Field at 1 p.m. t h e field, which included which is a lot of work for o,rne
Last year the Huskies rack· tomorrow. Admission is free.
UMM Winona Concordia, St. day," coach Waxlax said. "So ed up 83½ points to outTh SCS w oo'
I te John'~, Beth;l, Macalester, did some of our 880 men which distance seven entries. An
e_
_om s
n _reven, larger field is expected to
c~llegiate Tooms team lost its Hamline, UMD St. Thomas hurt their times a bit.
"There was a lot of good be on hand for this yeans ,
first. ~.atch of the season to and Anoka-Ramsey and Goldcompetition, and everybody meet, and it should make St.
Bem1dJ1 State 13:st week, 4-1. en Valley Junior College.
The
locals
of
Bob
Waxlax
bewent
away satisfied. Overall, Cloud's task tougher thain
The team, P!aymg tell!-game
pro-sets, won its 01~~y match as gain strong getting a second- our performance was some- ever.
a result of a 11-9 v.c0ry by the place effort from Mike Rom- what sub-par, but that could
doubles team of Lrnda Pear- stad ait!d co-captain Jim Rid- be because of three tough
gway in the pole vault with weeks.
SOIIll a~d ~ayle Groebner ..
The nicest surprise of the
SCS first seeded smgles their 14-6 mark, which was a
foot
better
than
Moorhead's
day,
which was miserable with
player, Kathy Hessler, lost her
Bruggeman, in third.
wind, cold, aJilld raiin·, came
match lo-7.
For assistance in obtai ning
The long and triple jump when Nelson won the 440 IM
The team will travel to the events were even betweoo the hurdles ahead of the Johnnies
a legal abortion immeU,nliversity of Minnesota In- two squads with the Dragon's outstandimg pair. Ridgway also
diately in New York City at
vitational tomorrow.
Felchle taking first and Husky placed fifth in this event and
minimal cost
Tom Lindgren third. But MSC Mark Thompson was only six
Call:
got the nod in the high jump, seconds behind him"
CHICAGO (312) 922-0777
with the top three in LilndThe Husky mentor, who was
PHILA. (215) 878-5800
strom, Habstritt and Dokken. also pleased with the 440 relay
MIAMI {305) 754-5471
ATLANTA (404) 524-2781
Moorhead was stronger m Ullli.t (they were third) , said
NEW YORK (212) 582-4740
the weights, as Robley notched that the co,niference title will
a third in the shot airud a fifth come down to Moorhead and
in the discus. But the hosts SCS. "And I'm sure that it will
IA.M.-lO r.M. - 7 DAYSA Wlff
prevailed in the throwing com- be down to the wire," he
ABORTION REFERRAL
petition, with Gary Sabourin added. "They're strong in a _ _ _s_e_Rv_,_ce_(_A_R5_l,_1N_c_._ _
first and Dave Sheriff fifth in few spots airud so are we, and
the javelillli.
·
SCS's speciality, the distainces, went as forecasted as
co-captain Jeff Renneberg was
: ·1 second, John Colllnolly third
,. · '~ and Mark Nelson fifth in1 the
large 1½ lb. White Unsliced
s i x-mile run. Len Brenny
I@ a d de d a first and Jerry
Jj Schuldt a third fui: the mile.
tJ Moorhead, which held the

until

women's softball,
·
tennis teams lose
The SCS Women's Softball
team lost its first game of the
seasm to Winona State College
last weekend, 11-5. Losinig
pitcher was freshman Sue
Lambert who was followed in
relief by Nancy Molzahn all1d
Sue Rieland.
The three SCS pitchers gave
up a total of 8 hits, struck out
three and walked 14.
Leading hitter was Sue Lambert who hit a double and a
triple in four times at bat. The
SCS gals totaled 10 hits and
made 10 errors.
The team will host Gustavus
Adolphus College at the Veter-

-·
,,

PREGNANT?
Need Help?

MONEY $AVING SPECIALS!

J;l

ill ,~~~:~~~f~~
.. :,:c:.c.,,,.

SCS gridders begin spring drills

But the Huskies rallied back
in the hurdles, again behind

BREAD
s10,

4 1½ lb. loaves

101½

lb. loaves

5

2 19

Nice N' Soft Sliced

WHITE BREAD:.... 4' r:ts
0

$- S

11

OUR BREAD IS JUST LIKE-HOME MADE!
NO CALCIUM PROPORTIONATE OR ANY
OTHER PRESERVERS ADDED!

Dielman's Food Market
Your Friendly Neighborhood Grocer

• Meats-Produce-Frozen Foods
• .Pop & Be.er
e Large Selection of HEAL TH FOODS

COOKIES •••••••••••••• 8 ooz. s2oo
HAMBURGER
s200
& CONEY BUNS.................... 8 PKGS. FOR
CELEBRATE MOM'S DAY WITH
OUR FRESH, MOIST CAKE •••
It'll be a party for the whole family!
Order now so we'll have your cake ready in time!

8" DECORATED

CAKES .. ·........ $2 50
Stop in and Register For A

FREE
Hours: Daily 7:30-6 p.m.
.r: -..~ 1·30
. - 9 p.m.

Sun. 9:00- 12 noon
Phone: 251-3041 - 520 SO. 8th Ave.

2% Off With Student Discount Cord

3S GI FT CERTI Fl CAT£

5

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS ACCEPTED

co X

'SRETAll BAKERY
24-7th Ave. So.

251-6533

DOWNTOWN ST. CLOUQ .
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Sigs, Hors ~emain

Cookie Crumbs

j~atP7 unbeaten in IM ball

STARTS TONIGHT!

A FASCINATING FILM
ABOUT ... a child raised by wild animals in
France during the 18th century"

ERPIE E1

IGl~•.=,u~
7:30 & 9:00 P.M.

-l!Ol!J .

l

BACK
AGAIN

·,

Phi Sig won its third game
of the IM softball season Mon-day with an 8-5 wiin over a
highly-touted TKE squad.
John Frederickson's leadoff
homer keyed a six-run first inniJnJg. Joel "Bobo" Bobrowski
made the lead hold up as he
won his second oo the mound
with relief from Robby Link.
George Lang drove in four
runs for the victors, now 3-0.
Steve Sahlstrom suffered
the loss, although not allowililg
a hit the fiml three frames.
"He was real tough," commented Phi Sig player-coach
Jay Hobert. "He just seemed
to get stronger as the game
progressed. After scoring 51
runs in our first two games, it
was a letdown for us to get
_only eight, but the TKE defense is the best we've faced
all year."
Inifielders Chuck Thelen
and Paul Lloyd, both Melrose
products, again played errorless ball for Phi Sig.

comb's bases-loaded homer in
the seventh was the difference.
Steve Davies and Don Ohme
also blasted round-trippers for
the Hors, and Steve Slechta
had four hits including a pair
of doubles. Dan Dries was 3-4
and Jerry Waldron added five
RBIs. ·

Theta Chi won its first with
a · 18-6 romp over Delta Sig.
Pete Noll batted 4-4 and Brian
Fackler 3-4 for the winners, as
Bob Polzine and Mike Stuart
provided a strong pitching effort.
In action Tuesday, the Horvath Hors made it 4-0 on the
year with a 15-11 nod over the
D o i 1 e y Men. Framrk Whit-

All senior Lettermen's Club
members who will be graduating or have completed their
fourth year of eligibility must
perform their duty to the Club
before Friday, May 14, if they
waJIJJt to receive their sendor
lettermen's award. See Mr.
Olson or Jerry Dirkes and find
out how much your responsibility is.

Starts FRIDAY!

i1m

Watch carefully !

7:10 & 9:l0

.

YOU'VE NEVER HAD
A TRIP LIKE THIS!

"This win was a real team
effort from everybody, including our white bUlllllY," said
Hor captain Bill Ho!\7ath after•

wards.
Sherburne 7 scored a ~2
come-from-behind victory over
U111beaten Sherburne 5 · and
moved into a three-way tie for
first place in League VII. Chip
Johnson's gramd-slam clout in
th~ sixth was the big blow.
The winning pitcher was Lefty
Cook on a two-hitter with 12
strikeouts.

Duty deadline ·
announced

Starts FRI DAYI

Eves at 8 p.m. only

Sunday 1-4:30-8 P.M.
ACADEMY AWARD
Wl"'NER
JOHN MILLS
Best Supporting
Actor!

For real roll-in-the·
aisles
ENTERTAINMENT!

''Explosions Of Laughter!" t
-Time Ma1azine

Everything
happens fast.
The chase.
The desert.
The shack.
The girl.
The roadblock.
The end.

By WAYNE COOK
Sports Editor
FUCHS BLISTERS NIC HURLERS

The Twins haven't exactly torn up their league as
yet, but our Steve Fuchs has taken. up the slack.
· The senior outfielder-pitcher hasn't made too many
friends because of it, either, mainly because he's been
rapping the horsehide at a lusty clip.
Going into the weekend series with Southwest, he
was the leading hitter in the league with a .737 mark on
14 hits in 19 trips to the plate. But the Mustang chuckers,
thanks to some lucky breaks in the field, held him to
3-for-8.
As of last week Fuchs ranked in the top ten of the
NAIA with his overall season average of .558. But now
that has dropped slightly to .529, which isn't bad considering pitchers can't or aren't supposed to hit.
SHORTER SWING IS DIFFERENCE

What reasons are there for Steve's flourish after
managing just .200 a year ago? He says the difference
isn't his stance but rather his swing, which he worked.
on during the_summer while playing for St. Augusta.
This year he has cut down on his swing and gone
with the pitch. That style was evident over the weekend
when he stroked outside pitches to right field instead
- of .trying to pull them.

In 1970 he did the opposite and wound up grounding
out to the left side plus flying out that way.
Currently the new formula has worked well, as he
· has only grounded and flew out once. The mere occasion he bounced out over the weekend was when their
thrower knocked down a line shot and deflected it to
the second sacker. Also, the first baseman speared another.
GOOD BACK, LUCK HELP

Fuchs points to a sound back and some luck as an
aide to his swatting spree. His back, which gave him
trouble at times last spring, hasn't been a bother now.
Also, he says a certain amount of luck is involved.
The lean and lanky (6-2, 175) right-hander from
St. Cloud Tech has been hard to handle on the mound,
too. His 11 whiffs Saturday gave hime 48 in 42 innings,
compared to 39 in 52 last year.
The recent 5-1 victory lowered his ERA from 3.6
to 3.24, which still is above his junior figure (2.22). Being Steve's a warm-weather pitcher, it's funny he was
so effective last week in the rain and cold. If his control was good then, wait until the sun pops out.
As . for NIC success, he is the Huskies' most consistent with 7-0 ways over the past two years. One
game he didn't win in 1970 was the middle contest in
the crucial UMM series, which he had mastered until
a Morris rally sent it into extra innings.
Hard-throwing Fuchs hopes to reverse that decision
in another week, and he likely will iI the curve ball and
change-up are functioning like they have been lately.
The locals ca.11 overtake the defending champs if
they continue to perform on the hill like they did last
week. And Steve, who did well in the state amateur
meet during vacation, believes the potential is there but
not the proven ability - until last week.
JENSEN MAKES COMEBACK

One hurler' who has proven himself over four years
but has stmggled this campaign is Dan Jensen. A sore
arm has hampered him, as his ERA has risen from .
2.21 to 2.88.
But Dan started to look like himself Friday, although a friendly opponent jumped on his latest action, a knuckleball. If his teammates give him some
more runs, Dan will survive because he has the ideal
thinking and experience to get out of a tough spot.
And then too tehre is reliable Jim Tomczik, who
has vastly improved from a 3.82 ERA to 1.98 presently.
Kid doesn't do good, it seems, until the pressure is on.
Finally, if the squad of Jim Stanek is to get another
title in baseball, Bob Kelly and Bob Britz must continue to supply the stopper defensively and offensively
like they did against Southwest.
-

lmedby
vidl.ean

ODDS 'N' ENDS

's

I see Jim Peterson is going okay with the Gophers
in their bid for a record-breaking fourth straight Big
Ten crown. The only thing that impressed me about
him when State went down there was his third-base
coaching ability, which was good for a few heckles.
The U of M cage team will need more than a Globetrotter warmup to beat foes next winter. And it's highly
unlikely, even with the graduation of Ollie, that their
defense will improve that much (to 33.9 of coach Musselman when he was at Ohio). A few more Brewers
would help. ·
PARTING THOUGHT: A guy who brags about be~g a self-made man is a guy who puts up with shoddy
merchandise.

-

" -'
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Director to
be selected
nextweek
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:Galbraith--economist, author, former ambassador
(con't from p. 1)

"Bureaucratic indifferem.ce"
was the term Galbraith used
to describe how modern inThe Atwood Center Director dustry is becoming increasSelection Committee has two ingly im,personal.
caindidates yet to interview be- The last criticism many levfore the new director will be el at capitalism is that prices
named sometime next week. keep rising and there is a
There ·are seven candidates "tendency toward inflation,"
from different areas of the Galbraith said. According to
country who have beoo consid- the traditional economist, most
ered for the position.
of t~e ~odern da1 criticism of
The two remaining candi- cap1tal1Sm have little v!11ue bedates will be
campus ~,ause ·these ~ple belie".e the
00
Thursday and Friday of next consu,~er IS the ultimate
v; week An O!lle who has inter- power.
view~d . ~ - of the candidates The traditionalists believe
during th/open coffee hour is t~e consumers' decisi~ns mean
asked to complete
eval- higher or lower profits to the
00
uation form in room 117 At- capitalist. All the capitalist
wood Center Monday May 10 has done, Galbraith said, "Is
.. '
.
' .
· responded to the ultimate will
The position will be filled as of the consumer. The citizen is
of July I. Members of the se- ultimately in command and it
lection co~mittee are as fol- is not possible for him to be in
lows: Chairman; Dr. Dale C(ll!1[lict with his own will."
P a t t o n , Secr~tary; Dave If there is damage to the enMunger, Comrruttee; Macy vironment Galbraith said it is
Miller, Jayne Richards, John the people' who decide that this
Sand, Dr .. Dave Sprague, and is to their own advantage.
Yvonne Wiese.
The traditionalist bases all
his assumptions on the premise that "insanity lies in the
consumer, not the economic
system."
Glabraith, however, stated
that he did not subscribe to
Professor Michael Scriven
will speak on "Scientific and this particular economic philosophy. "modern economic
Ethical Aspects of Grading" at
society is not homogeneous."
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 11 in
Dividiillg capitalism into two
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
parts, Galbraith labeled all
Scriven, an iinstructor i.n small firms, (many similar to
Philosophy at the University . . - - - - - - - - -....
of Minnesota, University of
California at Berkeley, and European nomads: The most
Harvard College, has dolllle re- economical way to Europe
search and consulting in the next summer. 5th consecutive
;.
field of teaching methods amid
has published numerous arti- yr. Write: European Odyssey,
cles in value theory, philoso- Winsted, Mn. 55395. ·
phy of sciernce, and cybernet- - - - - - - - - - ics.
In addition to his lecture
Tuesday evening, Professor
Noon Till S
Scriven will hold a question
ainrl answer session on contemPIK~A-BOOK STORE
porary moral problems iin
23 So , 7th Ave. 253-1145
Headley Hall, 228 from 2-p.m.
to 4 p.m. oo that day.

-~ Scriven will
talk ·on grades

·oPEN SUNDAY

GOLF
All Morning $1.00 Mon.-Fri.
For Month of May

Angushire Golf Course

what is found in the St. Cloud
area) the "market sub-sys:tern." The large corporations
(of which there are only a?Out
2000) are called the "planning
sub-system." .
Encompassing a huge net
work of perso,ruel, the plamilng
sub-system is highly organized
Galbraith said. "No one man
can encompass it all."
Galbraith said it is these organizatioos that formulate
"group decisions."
·
The "technostructure" run
by the "tec~~~ats" have repla~. the mdividual and t~e
capitalist such as C~negie.
Those who do not participate
in the technostructure are "excl~ded from power," Galbraith
said.
It is impossible today to gain
control of a corporation like
Carnegie did in the past. Galbraith said that shares of today's corporations are more
widely held, therefore making

it difficult for one man to control the corporation.
Galbraith quiped, "The power of the board of directors is
not negligible, it's nil."
.
People formerly looked at
capitalists for their rationale
as to how the U.S. ecotriomic
system worked. The radicals
looked at the capitalist and
saw a symbol of evil. The
manager looked at th~ capitalist with the thought that someooe else h~d t~e po:"'er; ·
The cap1tahst tried to maximize profits by e:'Ploi~g the
consu?1er. Galbra1th .said that
"profits are not as important
to the technocrats because
they go to the stockholders."
Today exploitat~~ of the
workers no longer 1s unportant
because they (the technocrats)
coo control prices and costs
anyway. ' 'The t e c hr
nostructure", Galbraith said,
"persuades the consumer to
want their products."

•
evening

•• •

WEDNESDAY!

FRIDAY!

Starts
AT 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Behind every

PAR.lMOUlfT
PHONE 251 .1 221

"successful" man is an
understanding woman ••
or two ••• or - ...~

FERENT EXPERIENCE IN LO

FF'J\ICHARD

P.lR.lMOUHT

waA

NOW SHOWING!

PHONE 251-12.21

AT 7:00 & 9: 15 P.M.

ENTERTAIN!IENTI RIGHT IETWHN THE EYESI
Howard Hawks Productio

"RIO LOBO"

IIRDOV6
ROCK HUDSON ANGIE DICK

Pretty Mak
allinarCM..c
ELLIOTT GOULD

Starts FRIDAY!
Look who's gone
BANANAS!

VIC'S ALIGNMENT SERVICE
1501 St. Germain
STARTS

FRIDAY!
Con't Shows Frid
Saturday & Sund
From 1 p.m.

nO'N

Wheel Alignment Service
20% Off All Parts and Labor
With SCS Student
Discount Cards

T'1e system rs inflationary.-

Because the technocrats are
oot primarily concerned with
profits, they can give salary
raises to their employees and
pass some of _the cost oo to the
COllliSumer.
The technocratic structure is
too bureaucratic and unresponsive to the public will.
Todays economic system has
"no inherent tendency to correct itself."
Technocratic exploitation u
not the problem, "it is the po
sitiO'IlS of wealmess within thf
ecooomy that is the problem."
Galbraith said that the con
gressional defeat of the SS1.
signified for one of the firs
times, the • defeat of leek
nocratic persuasion becaus
the SST was at odds with tru
The technostructure and the will of the public.

COMEDY
HE YEAR

COLLEGE SPECIAL---

Fast

public have different goals.
For example, the public wants
environmental control; the
technocrats do not.

spend an

2 Blks West & ½ Mile South of Crossroads 251-9169
U•

The technocrats can also apply a great deal of pressure on
the government in the niame of
"sound public policy." The
doors of public bureaucracy
are always · open to the tech
nocrats. The president of General Motors can always see the
President of the United States.
Smaller orgailllizatiocris have no
such access."
Eve?). with their great powers of persu~ioITTJ, some people
are not swayed Galbraith said.
These are the people who want
mON: hospitals and more urban unprovement,. rather th n
weapons, more. highways and
more automobiles.
The results of this dispute
Galbraith S'{lid, "Is _a highly
unequal supply · of goods that
do not relate to needs."
I n . criticizing the technostructure, Galbraith blasted
their system with the following
points:

----------

USE YOUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARI)!

~.
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ROOMS
1 BDRM APT. for married
couple. Living room, large
kitchen, close to campus. 2523824 after 5: 00.
MALE-FEMALE CA summer
housings, single rooms, $50
session. Inquire at 626 6th Ave.

So.
CA
HOUSEKEEPING for
women summer sessions and
fall. Air conditioned, laundry
facilities, parking, TV, large
private yard. See at 393 2 Ave.
So. Ask for Colleen or call 2527709.
SUMMER and fall housing for
men and women students,
close to campus. 252-4876.
APT. for 4 men for summer, 1
opening for fall. 617 4th Ave.
So. 252-7839.
CA MALE HOUSING available

for fall $125 qtr. Inquire at 626
6 Ave. So.
VACANCIES, girls, CA, remainder of qtr. $54: also summer and fall vacancies 2522215.
2 GIRLS sleeping only spring
qtr. $75 qtr., 823 6th Ave.
SUMMER & FALL vacancies,
male students. ½ block from
campus, 252-3349.
SUMMER SESSIONS $50 session with light housekeeping.
817 6th Ave. So.
WANTED: 1 girl to share
unapproved apt. with 3 others
this summer. Call Cathy 2513194.
ROOM for rent. Separate
bedrm. - must be 21, Ph. 2533464.
FALL QTR. now renting, $130
qtr. light housekeeping, 817 6th

H.Q ppen •, ngs· - - - - - - - - -

/ ...r

CEC
SEO
CEC will meet May 11 at 8
Students for Environmental
Defense will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in SH336 for election of
officers and informal gatherp.m. in Stewart Hall 131.
ing afterwards.
Alex Picnic
There will be a musical picABOG
nic in front of Lawrence Hall
ABOG is SpOl!lSOriing a trip to
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. to raise
funds for Alex Stach. Food will see "Hair" in St. Paul on May
be available for donations, and 11. The bus will leave from the
live musicians including Mike North side of Atwood at 5:30
Thole will play. Any musicians p.m. Tickets are $4.50 which
who would like to play are iindudes the bus. Tickets are
asked to come. The entire col- now available at the Atwood
lege community is invited May main desk.
11.
Camino Real
Wesley

May 9 a Walk for Development starts from the Municiple Swimming Pool. May 13
Wesley House spring dimer at
the Bavarian Buffet. Eat at 6
p.m. (Leave Wesley House at
5:40), Dr. Lou Bloede, professoc at a Methodist Seminary
will share speak. Following
the meal, back to State to hear
Paul Ehrlich.

Tickets for Camino Real,
will go on sale Monday at the
Box Office in the lobby of the
P.A. Building. The office will
open at 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
and will remain open these
hours through the run of the
show. Students and faculty
may purchase tickets f:ree by
showing their fee statements.
The show will run May 19-22,
24 and 25.

Ave. So.
NEED GIRLS to share mobile
home, summer and fall, air
cond. 251-3172.
PERSONAL
OMAR was 8 weeks old Tues.
.2102, Steve and Ge~rge: W~

S';ll'e ha~ a good time Fn.
rnght. Fnends.
ZECHMANN the $400.00 I gave
you will be nothing compared
to what I'll give you if you'll
come back to me. Love, DiDi.
JEFF, thanks for cleaning the
bathroom.
L&L HOUSING. College approved, for girls. Vacancies
open for summer session. Call
251-8553.
BRUCE K. are there really
four people living in your apt.?
WANTED
RIGHT GIRL to live in a lovely home for child care and
light housework. Will pay tuition, books, wages, and transportation to school. Free time
to study, time to go to church,
and for other necessities given. Drivers' license required,
must be able to work in home
f u 11-t i m e during summer
months. If interested call 2523181 ext. 255.
2 BDRM or large 1 bdrm apt.
to sublet or rent for summer.
Needed June 1. Write Quentin
Nelson, Rt. 3, Lot 29, Eau
Clair-e, Wis. 54701.
TYPING - themes etc. in my
home. 252-1813.
BARTENDER, perm., parttime. Will train. Apply in person. Ivan's in the Park.
OPPORTUNITY,
sparetime,

Friday, May 7, 1971

addressing envelopes and circulars ! Make $27 per thousand. Handwritten or typed, in
your home. Send just $2 for instructions and a list of firms
using addressers. Satisfaction
Guaranteed! B&V Enterprises,
Dept. 4-153, PO Box 398,
Pearblossom, Calif. 93553.
AMBITIOUS MEN of all
trades, north to Alaska and
Yukon, around $2800 a month.
F o r complete information
write to Job Research, P.O.
Box 161, Stn-A, Toronto, Ont.
Enclose $3 to cover cost.

'59 CHEVY everything works. side or outside. Experience,
$50. 252-2827.
Mike 251-1710.

PUPPIES, registered St. Bernard. Call 253-5546.
65 VW, needs engine work,
reasonable. Call after 7:00 2522001.
450 HONDA custom paint 2531933.
TYPEWRITER, man. $65 or
best offer. Call Terry, 255-3575
rm. 127.

WOULD YOU like your portrait drawn? For appointment
call Arnie Weimer 253-4856.

BIKE, girl's 3 sp., like new H OT PANTS, the coolest
$35. 2 used tires, 8.25x15, $6. things in town... Patrick's Panr
Phone 253-5678.
tree, 18 N. 7th Ave.
THE WATER BEDS are coming! Under $40.00... Patrick's
JAPANESE person looking for Pantree, 18 N. 7th Ave.
immediate room. Would like to BED DOWN on a Water Bed
share apt. with 2 or 3 guys. from Patrick's Pantree, 18 N.
Call 836-2670.
7th Ave.
ATTENTION

FOUND in car, 1 pr. women
prescription glasses. Maybe
left by hitchhiker last snow
ALASKA CALLING? Construc- days near 10th St. Contact
tion, oil, fishing, cannery, Journalism Dept.
teaching, gov't, summer jobs;
BABYSITTING in my home,
cost of living; further info
sources. $3 cash of M.O. for ex. references, southeast and
2nd edition. Jobs in Alaska, college area. 252-8777.
Box 1565, Anchorage 99501.
PAINTER needs partner for
summer. Call Mike 251-1710.
FOR SALE

THE ULTIMATE in camping,
a 2-man Drawtite tent plus a
queen size sleeping bag that
can be used 3 ways. Call Steve
or Detty afer 4:00 251-2110.

FOR LOW, low prices see Ultra Sound 253-4414.
CONGRATULATIONS to the
winners of the Delta Sigma Pi
Fund Drive! First place Ron
Taylor, 100 gallons of gas. Second and third place prize of 75
gallons goes to Don Starhoff
and Jan Law. Winners of 50
gallons of gas are Brenton
Steele Lorvin Urban and Bill
Reese.
NEED 3 boys live apt. June 1
furnished. Call 252-9641 Dean.

2 TICKETS for Met. Opera's
"Carmen" May 19. Call 2552910.
'71 YAMAHA 350 used. Mike HOUSES PAINTED, reason251-1710.
able rates. Free estimates. In-

A

&

w

Delicious Food
Drive-In Convenience

1703-St. Germain

NEED NEW SPECS?

252-1177
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7th and St. Germain
2S1-7716

Speidel Bands
Benrus Watches

I

Gaida' s Opticians

Whether off on a trip, or buzzing around home, she's the kind
of girl people like to be with.
Active and ready to be part of
the fun at any time.
Even her monthly period
doesn't get her down. She's
smart. She uses internally worn
Tampax tampons. They give her
complete protection and
the freedom she needs to : :.
swim, ride, or wing away
on a vacation anytime of any
month.
Tampax tampons make a
girl's life so much easier.

I'
1

1 111 •

Physicians and Surgeons Building

Right ,,om the start ...
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member of the

STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
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15 % Off On Prescription Glasses,
Contact Lenses, and Sunglasses With
SCS Student Discount Cards

HOW US( D SY Ml lll0H $

or

WOMEN

TAMPAX.TAMPONS ARE MAOE ONLY BY
TAMPAX INCORPORA TED, PALMER, MASS.

P.0.1-569 Ad 592

